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In the early modern age architecture  surfaced in many 
ways and with different intentions and meanings in the 
wwritten work of eminent scholars and erudite thinkers 
from various backgrounds. Although individual cases have 
been investigated, the attention devoted to architecture  in 
learned writing and its position within the world of knowing is 
fragmented and incidental. This session aims to bring together 
contributions on comprehensive writings on architecture 
that were often produced in early modern centres of learning, 
including convents of religious orders, universities and princely 
courts and their libraries and academies. These texts were 
often part of extensive ‘scientific’ interdisciplinary literary 
oeuvres, where knowledge was collected and presented in 
extensive anthologies and repositories. Erudite individuals 
assembled knowledge related to architecture  from multiple 
branches of scholarly interest, among which for example 
physics, astronomy and theology, stimulated by an often 
independent spirit of enquiry, and combined them in extensive 
anthologies. These repositories of architectural thought 
demonstrate a thorough understanding of architecture  and 
testify to its prolonged, concentrated study. These collections 
of texts did not always evolve from manuscript to printed 
volume and maybe were not intended to be published. The 
focus on architecture  that appeared in many of these texts 
could be practical, produced to provide models for building, 
but was often contemplative, or functioned  as a model for 
thinking. Specific centres of early modern thought and 
erudition, seem to have provided particular impetus to this 
thinking about architecture. 
 

This session focuses on the treatment and appearance of 
architecture  in these writings. How was architecture addressed 
in these repositories? We are particularly interested in writings, 
manuscripts and anthologies that do not fit the Vitruvian 
mould or follow established types of architectural treatises, but 
instead, offer alternative systems of thought about 
architecture, its principles, its meaning, its application and 
effect. Which sources were used and how, and how was 
architecture  embedded in these anthologies and repositories 
of knowledge? What purposes did these writings serve? We 
welcome contributions that cover any geographical region, 
that are able to improve our understanding of the scope, variety 
and originality of early modern architectural thought and 
knowledge. 
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